Women & Business:
Empowering women in supply chains
Companies in Europe are slow to implement programmes for diverse supply chains but new study
by the Women’s Forum reveals key actions organisations can take to progress
Coalition of global corporations calling to advance state of supply chain diversity in Europe and
improving their own gender responsive procurement practices
PARIS, 20 November 2019 – Gender equality is emerging as a key issue within supply chains in Europe,
but most companies lag behind their North American counterparts in implementing policies and
practices to help women succeed in business, according to research by the Women & Business Daring
Circle. The study, titled Unmasking the value of women’s economic empowerment in supply chains,
was released today at the Women’s Forum Global Meeting 2019, and is informed by a survey of the
top tier suppliers of some of the world’s largest companies; including L’Oréal, P&G and Publicis
Groupe.
According to the study, led by the Women’s Forum for the Economy & Society and with analysis by
global management consulting firm AT Kearney, nearly 50% of companies surveyed either have supply
chain diversity policies, or intend to implement one in the next three years. The remaining half of
respondents do not have or intend to have such policies. In Europe, this increases to 58% of
respondents, compared to only 15% in North America and 25% in the rest of the world.
While most companies reported CSR or D&I commitments and doing the right thing as the primary
drivers (59 % and 45 % respectively) of developing supply chain diversification programmes, access to
innovative goods (33 %), cost effectiveness (20 %) and risk management (19%) were also perceived as
key motivators. Additionally, nearly 60% of survey respondents said they were interested in learning
more about programme development and tools for supporting implementation.
Building on the insights from the study, which revealed a deeper understanding of the journey large
buyers make toward full integration of women’s economic empowerment in supply chain practices,
the Women & Business Daring Circle developed a maturity model for supplier diversity and genderresponsive procurement practices. The model will be used by public and private sector organisations
to identify their current state of maturity and the key indicators that benchmark each stage of
progression.
Together, the research and the maturity model form the basis of call to action the Women & Business
Daring Circle members are launching at the Women’s Forum Global Meeting with an open invitation
for all organisations to join. By signing the pledge organisations will be asked to assess their own level
of maturity according to the model and to act towards advancing their supply chains diversity.
Organisations at all levels of maturity are welcome and encouraged to join.

“Businesses like P&G have the responsibility to be a force for good and a force for growth.
Collaborative efforts like the Women & Business Daring Circle are essential in building the panindustry foundation and the missing infrastructure needed to help women-owned businesses to
grow and get further access to large corporate procurement platforms. Creating gender responsive
supply chains will serve as an accelerator to advancing women economically and is a formidable
opportunity for large businesses and communities. P&G is committed to championing women’s
economic empowerment and in order to ensure we are truly delivering on our promise we are
putting meaningful procurement tools in place to help us scale equality for growth, for good and
for impact throughout our entire supply chain.”

Fares Sayegh, Vice President - Global Supply Network and Business Services; P&G
The Daring Circle’s Strategic Members are P&G, American Express, BNP Paribas, L’Oréal, Publicis
Groupe, in collaboration with Accenture, Exxon Mobil and Johnson & Johnson. The Circle is supported
by Knowledge Partner AT Kearney and Insight Partner Clifford Chance. The Institutional Partners of
the Daring Circle are WEConnect International – a global, corporate-led non-profit that facilitates
inclusive and sustainable economic growth by empowering and connecting women business owners
– and UN Women, through its EU-funded programme WE EMPOWER in G7 countries and the Women’s
Empowerment Principles (WEPs). Expert Partners include BY.O Group, founder of Catalyst at Large
Suzanne Biegel, senior expert in gender Meg Jones, and founder of the Global Business Coalition for
Women’s Economic Empowerment Linda Scott.
About the Women’s Forum
The Women’s Forum for the Economy & Society is a global platform committed to bringing a
gendered perspective to the social and economic issues affecting all people around the world. Its
ambition is to drive new, innovative solutions at scale and at pace through three key initiatives: CEO
Champions and Rising Talents, as well as through the Daring Circles on several themes including
Women & STEM, Women & Climate, Women & Access to health, Women & AI and Women &
Business. The Women’s Forum is based in Paris and owned by Publicis Groupe.
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Note on the methodology: Insights for the study and maturity model were acquired through the first
survey by the Women & Business Daring Circle, launched in 2019 to advance understanding of the
state of supplier diversity and gender-responsive procurement in supply chains in Europe. The survey
targeted the Chief Procurement Officers, or equivalent roles, of the top strategic suppliers of the
Daring Circle partners. By the interim deadline a sample of over 100 responses was reached, and these

early-stage results are shared in detail in the Women & Business report and will be explored in more
depth by speakers at the Women’s Forum Global Meeting 2019.

